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Introduction
This is constitutes the final report for the MG-Fusion project. The purpose of this document is to describe the purpose and functionality of the software platform contracted by AFRL to be used by the Air Force C2 analysts to perform advanced C2 experimentation. This document will serve as a history of the general requirements and design for the project and will outline the project's details, design issues, and components
MG-Fusion Design
The objective of the Multi-Game Fusion (MGFusion) platform is to design and prototype an extensible, reusable, and verifiable gaming environment, which provides an advanced command and control (C2) simulation and experimentation platform. C2 experimentation is very human factors oriented, making it difficult, time-consuming and expensive to model for integration into existing simulation platforms. This effort was meant to provide a reasonable foundation to test C2 functions and strategies through the use of commercial-grade wargames, which strive to embody humanistic actions and responses and also allow for multiple modes of play. This system would be capable of incorporating numerous and variable game engines that interact dynamically to realize any C2 scenario introduced. This promotes plug-and-play incorporation of new techniques and technologies to elucidate advanced C2 functions without system reprogramming. It would provide multiple modes of operation and interaction for C2 function experimentation. Thus, it can accommodate batch processing where a predefined scenario or campaign is introduced by a single user. In addition, a single user or team of users could directly interact with the environment to elucidate the outcome of an experimental C2 scenario. The MGFusion platform encompasses the following technologies:
Contract Templates: MGFusion employs a set of standards-based templates that serve to identify the game engines and their capabilities, define the parameters of a given simulation experiment, and return results to the platform for incorporation in the MGFusion database. These structures allow for plug-and-play interoperability of the game engines.
KnoWeb® Multi-Agent Platform: KnoWeb® is Sentar's patented dynamic, distributed, problem-solving technology. It integrates disparate knowledge sources and employs software agents to correlate their knowledge to achieve a goal. For MGFusion, agents have been developed that interact with the contract templates, game engines, and the results database. This technology imbues the system with the characteristics of distributability, evolvability, and extensibility.
Wargames: MGFusion provides a means for integrating variable wargames by describing them to the system through the contract templates. The current testbed contains a set of 5 distinct HPS Simulations wargame engines developed by John Tiller.
Results Database:
Results from wargame experiments are automatically transferred to a distributed database, where they can be further analyzed by the user's preferred tools. The database contains all the experimental parameters such as the date, purpose, game engine, battle scenario, execution mode, game settings used as experimental variables, and game-specific outcomes.
Graphical User Interface:
MGFusion provides a single, unified point of interaction between the user and the wargames. It allows the user to select a game engine and battle scenario based on the goals of the experiment, to specify settings for the experiment, and to choose mode in which to run the experiment.
MG-Fusion Requirements
MG-Fusion is an alpha prototype that allows analysts to execute both batch and interactive C2 experiments in commercial grade wargames. Performing an experiment occurs in three different stages. The first stage involves instantiating a scenario on which the experiment will ultimately will run. A user can choose from currently stored or template scenarios which they may modify using the graphical user interface. Only initial choices will be actionable, such as the type, be it ground or air campaign, of the scenario. These choices are proffered dynamically to the user and reflect capabilities that exist within currently integrated wargame engines. Furthermore, the choices made by the user in the interface affect subsequent choice availability, producing a dynamic pruning of invalid template scenarios and wargame engines that do not manifest those user inputs. Once those choices are made, appropriate template scenarios will be proffered from which a user can choose. Once all the desired category choices are modified, the user may elect to save, run or reset the scenario specification results. To launch the game, the user will select the "Run Scenario" button and its associated game will be launched according to the experiment parameters the user has defined. The next phase of system interaction occurs after the experiment has ceased its execution. When this occurs, all experiment parameters are associated with any results produced from the run and stored in the database. By the end of the program, then, the user will have chosen their scenario, used it as a basis of experimentation, run that experiment and will be provided experimentation results for use in analysis.
Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations
Term Definition
Scenario Parameterization of an experiment to be executed in a wargame Wargame An off the shelf graphical computer game which is Battlespace and C2-centric
Project
The wargame chosen, scenario run, participants involved, tasks carried out, command hierarchy and results produced by choosing, modifying and executing a wargame.
Experiment
A session of the project in which a particular scenario may be run within a particular game multiple times to help in the analysis of a particular hypothesis Session A uniquely identified object associated with the results of a particular experiment executed using a particular scenario Run An execution of a the game.
C2
Command and control, the domain which this experimentation platform addresses. Control is those structures and processes devised by Command to manage risk; and Command is the creative expression of human will necessary to accomplish a mission.
Analyst
The architect of the experiment
MG-Fusion End User
The target audience for the MG-Fusion platform is Air Force Analysts performing C2 experiments to elucidate possible outcomes of engineered scenarios.
MG-Fusion Platform Perspective
• The platform is meant to be enclosed, possibly distributed, networked system and requires integration of commercial grade game engines that can be executed from a command line or console.
• The platform will incorporate wargames as they have to most pertinence to the types of experiments the analysts would like to run.
• The platform has one interface with a tabbed window: the scenario specification window, which displays the particulars of an experiment run.
• The software is designed to run on existing hardware, the hardware consisting of a server computer and multiple client computers capable of running the game instances.
• The platform requires the client computer to have a graphic capability of displaying up to 256 colors or more.
• The platform requires that the client computers run Windows and have a graphics card.
Overview of Functional Requirements
• The platform's primary focus is to allow advance C2 experimentation and archiving of the results for analysis.
• The software has 7 high-level components : Graphical User Interface, User Agent, Meta Agent, Service Agent, Game Agent, Game(s), Knowledge Store Agent
General of Data Requirements
• Input Data: the software will be mouse and keyboard driven, all input data are from left mouse clicks on drop down box item, context buttons such as run, save and cancel or menu options, and text boxes into which directed information can be typed.
• Output Data: Data and information will be displayed in their respective dialogs and windows.
General Constraints, Assumptions, Dependencies, Guidelines
• The wargames must run on Windows 2000/XP.
• The platform should run on Linux, Windows or Unix based machine. It requires any platform that can support Java.
• The platform requires the use of a monitor, keyboard and/or a mouse as output and input devices.
• The platform requires the Wargames be installed upon client computers.
• The platform is designed for the Windows operating system but works on Unix-based and Linux platforms as well.
External Interface Requirements
User interface: The user interface for this platform will be graphical. It will also be context sensitive and choice driven. This is because User's are required to make many parameter choices, causing input to become complex and time consuming for the user if they are not properly guided. All input to our program will be achieved through a mouse or keyboard while all output would be via a monitor.
Hardware interaction: Our platform will be developed in Java 1.5 and XML. The games being integrated require a specific set of hardware requirements in order to function properly. Our target hardware requirements are as follows:
• • A sound and graphics card is also recommended in order to enhance the experience. However this would not be required.
Software interaction:
The platform requires Java 1.5+ be installed on all machines running MG-Fusion agents. This platform requires integration of a collection of wargames to which there is some sort of I/O interface. Ideally, they have an API such that game engine methods can be invoked when needed by MG-Fusion. It also leverages Microsoft™ Access and Excel though need not be installed to for the platform to execute.
MG-Fusion Knowledge Representation and Design
The Extensible Architecture for Multi-Game Fusion system (MG-Fusion) is a KnoWeb® based system for an extensible, reusable, and verifiable gaming environment, which provides an advanced command and control (C2) simulation and experimentation platform. The system is capable of incorporating numerous and variable game engines that interact dynamically to realize any C2 scenario introduced. To achieve this functionality, the system is be based on Sentar's proprietary KnoWeb architecture. The system utilizes the following agents: the Meta agent, service agent, user interface agent, knowledge store agent, and game agents. In addition, a common XML-based document, a contract template, will allow structured communication between wargames and the KnoWeb system. Architecture connectors, which translate game capabilities into actionable knowledge while allowing instantiation of user defined requests into consumable game scenarios, will ensure seamless bi-directional communication between game and experimentation system (see Figure 1) . This section will describe the design elements of MG-Fusion including the C2 characteristics on which experimentation is based, the ontology, the role of each agent and the processing of the system incorporating the agents. 
C2 Experimentation Characteristics
In order to utilize a critical mass of wargame engines for C2 experimentation, the experimentation characteristics of interest needed identification and normalization. Thus, both the requirements of the customer and a cross section of wargame variables were analyzed for their pertinence in C2 experimentation. The characteristics would serve two purposes: to narrow template scenarios for the user of the system such that they could identify games and template scenarios with which they might experiment. And to provide pertinent variables on which the user might make modifications to test effects. These two classes of C2 characteristics were termed Selectors and Modifiers.
These Selectors and Modifiers provide a discrete experimentation basis for any game that would be integrated into the system. In turn, they do not always directly map to all the test bed games but are represented at the game scenario level by particular variables in the scenario representation. For example, Morale is represented directly as a variable that can be modified. However, Leadership is represented in Tour of Duty scenarios as unfixed and undisrupted units.
Selectors
Air Support
Air forces available to support ground operations.
Deteriorating Operations Operations conducted under less than optimal conditions. Engineers Support forces responsible for clearing mines and obstructions or construction such as bridges.
Fog-of-War
Limited information about enemy forces and friendly forces. 
Force Quality
The condition of a force based on training and deterioration as a result of combat operations.
Intelligence
The ability to acquire information concerning the state of the enemy and intentions.
Preparedness
The ability to withstand an enemy attack, particularly one that would be unexpected.
Responsiveness
The ability to respond to enemy actions.
Supply
The ability to provide food, ammo, fuel, and other requirements to forces on the move and in combat.
Weather
The impact of weather on operations, including movement, combat, communication, and supply.
Modifiers
Launch Interval
The number of seconds required between successive take-offs at an airbase or aircraft carrier.
Leadership
The subjective rating given the leaders of a particular side or force.
Morale
The ability of a force to withstand adverse situations and remain effective.
Preparedness
The condition of being prepared or ill-prepared for an enemy attack.
Electronic-Warfare
The ability to detect enemy electronic communications.
Training
The subjective rating given the units of a particular side or force with respect to their skill.
MG-Fusion Ontology
The KnoWeb® system for MG-Fusion utilizes an ontology that, among other concepts, describes a Project, an Experiment, a Scenario and a Wargame with specified parameters. The Scenario consolidates the requests by a user to be run as a game. Some of the attributes of a scenario include the map and location, type of campaign (air or ground or naval), the forces, the tasks, and other relevant information. This ontology was defined using as a foundation the Military Scenario Definition Language. Input was also elicited from C2 analysts, the Air Force Wargame experimentation group, and by researching wargame command and control characteristics.
MG-Fusion Database Design
An important requirement of the MG-Fusion infrastructure was to make available persistent data for the user to analyze a large cross section of experiments outside the space of the experiment itself. Thus, a knowledge store was designed to record all pertinent details for an analyst seeking data possibly from experiments unknown to him. The database was programmed in Microsoft™ Access and utilizes JDBC calls to access and store information within the database as experiments are run. The tables are structured such that ontology information can be easily stored and incorporated with respect to simulations and wargames. The Microsoft™ Access database design allows for SQL queries to be written by analysts to extract useful information as needed. MG-Fusion supports export of the database to Microsoft™ Excel format so charts from data can be created as needed.
KnoWeb® System Agents
MG-Fusion utilizes the KnoWeb® system to collect attributes of a scenario, pass that information to a game engine, and start the game. When the system is initiated the Meta agent and service agent are both instantiated and started. Next the knowledge store agent, rule agents, and user-interface agent register themselves with the KnoWeb system and then start. Finally, each game agent registers itself with the KnoWeb system and is then initialized and started. An agent registration is essentially analogous to a subscription in the publication/subscription model: it means that an agent has indicated its ability to "handle" a message with the specified content. So when a game agent registers with the KnoWeb® system, it lists the types of requests to which it has the capability to respond. Game agents in MG-Fusion register for messages that request information about supported scenarios, and for messages that issue a command to run an experiment with a given scenario. Figure 2 depicts the MG-Fusion platform overall processing which we will discuss in more detail in the subsequent sections.
User Interface Agent
The user interface agent is responsible for collecting information such as the scenario parameters and game operation expectations or modes from the user. In version 1.0, the user interface agent will request information about template scenarios available in the system. It will then guide the user through a process of selecting an appropriate scenario based on parameters that are important to the user. In order to define an experiment, the user will select a template scenario, modify any scenario parameters presented to them that they wish to alter, and then enter other information, such as the number, name and rank of the players, the tasks of the force, units or individual players and whether AI is to be used.
Once the user has selected a template scenario (and thereby its associated game engine), specified all other required experiment information, and issued the run command, the Meta agent will transmit the command to the registered game agent. After completion of the scenario run, the game agent will inform the Meta agent of the results. The Meta agent will then inform the knowledge store agent of the results to be stored. Finally, the Meta agent will inform the user interface agent that the scenario has been completed. The user can also use the user interface agent to view the results of the scenario or any previous scenario runs.
Meta Agent
The KnoWeb® Meta agent acts as a mediator for the KnoWeb system. When an agent sends a request to the KnoWeb system the Meta agent receives that request and manages that request. In the typical KnoWeb process flow, when the Meta agent receives a request, the service agent provides a list of agents that have registered for that type of request. The Meta agent then forwards the request to the registered agent(s), waits until all have sent a reply, then sends an aggregated reply back to the requestor. If there is no agent that can answer that request, the Meta agent informs the asking agent that there are no agents that can answer that request.
Service Agent
The Service agent is responsible for maintaining a registry of agents and their capabilities. As previously described, an agent registration is essentially analogous to a subscription in the publication/subscription model: it means that an agent has indicated its ability to "handle" a message with the specified content.
The process by which the service agent matches requests to registrations is called unification. Unification is required because the data structure in a registration is seldom exactly like the messages for which it is expressing interest, so a simple matching algorithm is not sufficient. For example, an agent might register to receive RunGame messages, where the game engine name is "War over Vietnam." Another agent, perhaps one that stores experiments in a database, might register to receive RunGame messages, with no game engine name specified. Through the process of unification, both agents will receive a RunGame message for "War over Vietnam" but only the second agent will receive a RunGame message for "Tour of Duty."
Game Agents
There will be one game agent per game engine. Each game engine maintains a set of highlydetailed template scenarios, to which the game agent has access via the contract template. When the game agent is instantiated it will register 2 capabilities with the service agent. The first is the capability to provide information about the engine and its template scenarios. The second is the capability to run the specified game engine with one or more specified scenarios.
Each game agent is connected to each game space by an external bi-directional connector. This connector:
a. Registers the game with the game agent using the contract template. In this contract template would be only the knowledge the KnoWeb® system would need to know to determine valid scenarios that game could run. Not just template scenario information and not all the template scenario information, just enough information such that the system can translate game descriptions and valid scenario information into ontology concepts to allow the GUI to direct the user as to what a valid scenario looks like to each game. b. Receives messages from the game agent that contain modified contract templates. The connector then modifies the actual scenario and executes the scenario in the game.
The game agent interprets the prescribed values of the contract template associated with each game. Once the run request is received, the game agent uses the contract template's XML parser to generate the actual parameters the game engine can process and return. Thus, when a game agent is requested to run a particular scenario it will pass the scenario parameters through the contract template parser to the game engine to run the game given the expected output parameters. Once the game engine has run the game, the game engine will then pass the results back to the game agent via the connector. The game agent will then pass the results back to the user interface agent via the Meta agent and on to the knowledge store agent to be archived.
Knowledge Store Agent
The Knowledge Store Agent is responsible for maintaining a database for experiments that have been executed and the results of such runs. The processing of the Knowledge Store agent is automatic. Upon execution of a run and its completion, all results are stored in the database for future retrieval. The knowledge store agent also exports the results of previous scenario runs, storing them in a Microsoft™ Excel spreadsheet for analysis by users. This is a menu option. Upon choice of the menu option, a macro in the Microsoft™ Access database is executed which performs the export and stores the results in the MG-Fusion folder as "Excel Spreadsheet.xls."
MG-Fusion Processing
This section outlines the major user and system level use cases, System Initialization ( Figure 3 ) and Overall System Processing (Figure 4 ). In the following sections, we outline the steps of the processing sequence to elucidate the high-level operations of MG-Fusion.
System Initialization
Figure 3: System Initialization Use Case Sequence Diagram
System initialization begins when:
• The Meta Agent Container and the Service Agent container initialize their respective agent configurations.
• The User Interface agent container registers its capabilities with the system (by sending a registration message to the Meta agent.) • The Meta Agent forwards this registration on to the Service Agent who records those capabilities in a directory for future reference.
• The User Interface agent container initializes its respective agent configuration • Each game's agent container acts as a representative for that game's capabilities and registers them with the Meta Agent.
• The Meta Agent forwards this registration on to the Service Agent who records each game's capabilities in a directory for future reference. • The game agent containers then initialize their respective game agent configurations.
Overall Game Execution Processing
Figure 4: Overall System Processing Use Case Sequence Diagram
Overall processing of a scenario without exceptions occurs when:
• Each game's agent container acts as a representative for that game's scenario's capabilities and registers the scenario's (contract template) capabilities with the Meta Agent.
• The Meta Agent forwards this registration on to the Service Agent who records each scenario's capabilities in a directory for future reference. • The game agent containers then initialize their respective game agent configurations.
• The User Interface agent requests information about available scenario types from all the game agents, receives a reply, and provides that information to be displayed to the user interface at the appropriate juncture in the wizard.
• The user is guided through the new experiment creation process by first using a wizard to choose appropriate parameters that are of importance for the given experiment, i.e. Service (Air/Ground), Era, Scale (Operational, Tactical, Strategic), Selectors (Fog of War, Air Support, Engineers, etc. ), and Modifiers (Electronic Warfare, Launch Interval, etc.). These drill down into a very discrete subset of scenario details until a certain number of template scenarios can be chosen.
• The user chooses from that list a template scenario from one of those games to execute that experiment.
• The user then chooses a mode of experiment execution. Batch, AI versus AI or AI versus Player.
• The user now can issue the run game command, supplying the scenario metadata, such as number of runs, modifier values, etc. plus other experiment variables such as the number of participating players, their names and ranks (for recording and reporting purposes), where the instance should be run (IP addresses), etc..
• The user's specific scenario metadata including any execution specific information is sent by way of the User Interface agent to the Meta Agent. From here the Meta agent communicates an execution message to the game agent and it communicates the specific template scenario data to map the user's desired specification. The game agent reply's that a choice has been made.
• That Game agent, in turn, communicates the scenario metadata, and execution request to the game via the contract templates and instantiates the reporting facility needed.
• The game then is run by an experiment processor external to the KnoWeb architecture using the user modified scenario and execution request as the main execution parameters.
Upon Completion of scenario execution:
• The game communicates via the game loader the results of the scenario execution to its game agent.
• The game agent then forwards those results to the Meta Agent to be saved in the experiment database.
• The Meta agent forwards the results and scenario to the Knowledge Store agent to be stored.
Connection and Interaction
To increase the likelihood a critical mass of games would be candidates for inclusion into the MG-Fusion platform, the system required a very high degree of decoupling. In this way, games could be highly encapsulated, but their inclusion could be data driven and utilize the expressiveness of XML to translate their low level information into something interpretable by the KnoWeb® platform. This section presents the design of those data driven connection pieces for decoupling and integrating games into MG-Fusion.
Platform to Game Interface
Software integration connectors are used within MG-Fusion to facilitate transparent communication between each game engine and the MF-Fusion agents. Game engines are complicated software systems that frequently have different methods of interaction with users. Examples include input from users that required keyboard and mouse interaction, interaction with file system resources, and API calls. Connectors abstract the specific communication required by the game engine allowing MG-Fusion to setup experiments and easily execute them.
Contract Template
To incorporate unique game engine features from several different providers, MG-Fusion makes use of a unique XML encoding system referred to as a contract template. Each game exposes a predefined set of properties formatted to meet the expectations of the MG-Fusion agents. A contract template is created for and associated with each game; the characteristics are entered into an XML format that the MG-Fusion agents read dynamically as the user progresses through the set up of an experiment.
Game Enhancements for C2
Enhancements to the testbed games were developed to augment the command and control attributes reflected in automated game play. Specifically, two of the five testbed games were augmented: the First Blitzkrieg, and North German Plain '85. For the First Blitzkrieg a new Headquarters feature was added as well as new Isolation and Morale rules. Enhancements to North German Plain '85 include a change so that indirect fire is twice as disruptive to HQ units, and a change so that if only Detached units spot for Indirect Fire or Air Strikes, the attack is half value. Also, the Air Strike Hex Limit value was split into a separate value for each side so that C2 limitations could be represented.
Testing
A comprehensive test suite for the platform was developed as part of this effort to verify scenario execution in all modes and results database fidelity. Sample output of a test is pictured in Figure  12 . Looking at Figure 5 , it is important to note that all bugs were recorded, such as the ERROR values, and then further explained to facilitate a fix. The bugs expressed in the example below were fixed upon their reporting, and given a VALID status. Specifically, tests included:
• Executing all scenarios of all games in all modes on execution • Executing multiple batch settings of all scenarios with batch-related modifiers.
• Outputting all results from the database of multiple runs to verify well-formedness of DB implementation. These results are significant as, despite the lack of a pseudo random seed, the random effects manifested in the wargames would baseline given a critical mass of runs. This is particularly evident in Figure 6 in the bi-modal results produced by charting the frequency of total point outcomes. This was also evidenced through the interim to final analysis represented in Figure 7 . As more runs were conducted, the effect of EW on total points began to take on intervals of monotonic increase. At 4000 runs, a relationship between EW % and increased total points for NATO began to truly take shape starting at 40 %, where with the subsequent steps to 80 % effected an increase in total points. So far, in all cases 0 and 100 % have deviated from that pattern. This may be related to how the wargame's AI reacts to increasing EW results, firing at discovered targets more often with diminishing effects. However, it does appear to be slowly converging, indicating a slight dependence.
Conclusion
The result of this effort was the design and prototyping of a reflective, reusable, extensible experimentation environment, which provides advanced command and control (C2) experiment authoring, simulation execution, results archiving and analysis. This system is capable of incorporating numerous and variable game engines that interact with the user to realize experiments with C2 scenarios, running them in a computer intensive manner. Specifying a goaldriven, high-level architecture that embodies reconfigurable compositions of components ensures the ability to evolve the implemented platform. Thus, plug-and-play incorporation of new techniques and technologies to elucidate advanced command and control functions is possible without system reprogramming. The technology easily accommodates new and more complex scenarios as it is used. By designing and developing our infrastructure with the flexible, XMLbased communication and employing decoupled integration enablers for external component interaction (including interaction with the games), integration completion of multiple and new game engines will be extensible in multiple dimensions as the software is extended.
